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Abstract 

O1 COuntv is one of the hest torist destinations ofthe world. Our state 
aural beautv and greenery and our high range area is best known for its 
nome stays and farms. It is inevitable for every tourist to stay comfortable, ari eat healthv food to enjoy their holidays. The question arises to what 
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n it be? Farm tourism gives a solution to this. When the health conscious Nided with the desired food and stay, there begins the importance of organic ric tourism is not yet developed in Kerala though number of organic farms 
Zbeing an agricilure dominating state. ugri-tourism or Farm tourism 

c nes way of tourism .When health conscious agri - tourisn associated with 
r sustainable tourism is referred to as organic tourism concentr¡ted in. 

Zc farms. Organic tourisn is a part of eco-totrism which inciuded in tie 
r o agri-tourism..Nowadays most of the tourists are interested in visiting 

ove to live in farm houses .They prefer to eat healthy food and like to stay ät 
Eironment. When farms are organically managed by enhancing the quality 

Fi supplies like, environmentally-sustainable farm-houses, healthy organic 
ed farm landscape etc, vhich attracts more tourists to the state. Increasing 

rganic farm products gives thrust and confidence to many people to come 
n ie tield of organic lourism with good projects and thus making it financiall 

KI organic farmers of Kerala considered their farm as a sorce of living by 
s farm to tourism destinations. The demand for organic produces from 

rzu s as well as Locals is increasing. Kerala is the finest destination for creating 
- 1ourism and thus here is the greater scope for it. 
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